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2022 - 2023
Because we all need a sprinkling of fun



All of the items in our extensive collection are 
carefully selected to inspire wonder, curiosity and 
excitement for young children as they explore and 
discover the world around them. We take
care to ensure that as well as being safe, all of 
our products offer great play appeal and tons of 
developmental opportunities for little ones.
 
In addition to our much-loved Halilit children’s 
musical instruments, you will find Taf Toys 
developmental play for babies along with lots 
of sensory items, wooden puzzles, bath toys, 
construction, role play and our newest addition, 
an adorable range of delightfully illustrated puzzles 
and activities from Dodo.
 
We hope that you will find lots to inspire you within 
these pages and look forward to working
with you and supporting you throughout the 
coming year.

Email: sales@halilit.co.uk
Telephone: 01254 872454

Welcome to our new look!
Fun, bold and bright to reflect the 
joys and excitement of childhood 
and the delights of play. We hope 
it makes you smile!
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Our cleverly 
designed CDUs 
can fit perfectly 
onto our larger 
display units. 
Choose up to 6 
- mix and match!
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MP387 - Tropical Cage Bell  
Baby safe bell with easy grip handle.

11.5cm | 14 pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP384 - Roller Ball
A tactile rolling shaker with textured handle .

10cm | 20 pcs in CDU | 3m+

Savannah Rhythm Shakers
Musical fun and imaginative adventures with these 

adorable animal shakers.

HC410 - Rhino
HC411 - Lion
HC412 - Giraffe
HC413 - Elephant
18cm | Display Box | 9m+

MP4100  - Savannah Rhythm Band 
Beautiful set of four tactile animal shakers. Chunky 

and easy to hold, they sound as good as they look!

30cm | Open Box | 9m+

MP341 - Cage Bell 
Delightful sounding, baby safe bell.

12cm | 12 pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP466  - Baby Maracas 
Easy grip, colourful shaker.

10.5cm | 36 pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP462 - Shape Shakers 
Geometric shapes with a soft swishy sound. 

5cm | 48 pcs in CDU - assorted | 3m+

MP393 - Animal Shakers 
Fishy Shaker, Knocking Snail and Jingly Beetle.

9.5cm | 20 pcs in CDU  - assorted | 3m+

The ever-popular leaders in musical 
play, our trusted Halilit instruments 
can be found in schools, activity 
classes and more. Welcome to the 
magic of music!

4

Display 
stands 

available - 
just ask!

new

new



As well as being fun, 
our accurately tuned 

instruments have the added 
benefit of improving motor 

skills and increasing 
social development.
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MP383 - Musical Shapes 
Rattle Roller, Ring My Bell and Shaker Maracas. 

9.5cm | 20 pcs in CDU - assorted | 3m+

MP470 - Fun Rattles 
Fun, tactile shakers with cute animals  

and geometric shapes.

10cm | 18 pcs in CDU - assorted | 3m+

MP305 - Castanets 
Easy to play castanets. 

6cm | 36 pcs in CDU | 2+

MP367 - Baby Shaker 
Bead shaker with easy-grip handle.

11.5cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP368 - Baby Bell   
Safe jingly bell with easy-grip handle.

11.5cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP359 - Egg Shakers 
MP358 - Solid Colour Egg Shakers
Swishy shakers with textured surface. 

6cm | 40 pcs in CDU | 6m+

MP346 - Animal Jingle Bells 
Animal shaped bells.

13cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 2+

MP342  - Jingle Bells 
Easy grip jingly bells.

13cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 2+

MP365 - Maracito 
Mini-maraca with swishy sound.

12.5cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 18m+

MP102 - Rainboshaker 
Cascading bead tube with textured grip. 

9cm | 16 pcs in CDU | 3m+
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MP347  - Bendy Bells 
Bright jingly bells - great for dance! 

22cm | 24 pcs in CDU | 2+

MPB363 - Maracas
With smooth easy grip handle.

16cm | Open Box (pair) | 6m+

MPB385 - Tropical Maracas
With easy grip handle and swirly textures.

14.5cm | Open Box (pair) | 6m+

MP450 - Clatterpillar
Child-sized kokoriko for a gentle

clatter that children love!

27cm | Open Box | 2+

MP371 - Train Whistle
Sounds just like a real train! 

With three different tones.

22cm | Open Box | 2+

MP377 - Fish Guiro
Original ratchety rhythm maker.

20cm | Open Box |  3+

MPB369 - Maracas
Authentic maracas with textured grip.

16cm | Open Box (pair) | 2+

MX3009BA - Baby Xylophone
 Accurately tuned C-C with beautiful tones, carry 

handle and storage clip for the baby safe beater.

28cm | Open Box | 12m+

MX3011 - Xylophone
Perfectly tuned C-C with baby safe beater.

28cm | Open Box | 12m+

Accurately 
tuned

Accurately 
tuned
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MP400 - Giant Rainbomaker
The original Rainbomaker with a long-lasting 

rainfall effect.

40cm | Open Box | 12m+

MP201 - Mini Rainbomaker 
Take-along rainfall fun.

20cm | 16 pcs in CDU | 6m+
MP200 - Mini Rainbomaker in gift box

MP100 - Rolly Shaker 
Engaging design with comfortable easy-grip.

14cm | 16pcs in CDU | 3m+

MP300 - Twirly Whirly 
Rainbomaker
With propellers and spinners for fabulous effects.

30cm | Open Box | 2+

MP225 - Rainbospinner 
Tumble and turn for swirling rainfall sounds.

20cm | 16pcs in CDU | 6m+

MP103 - Twist & Shake Rainmaker 
With wibble-wobble base for extra fun.

16.5cm | 16 pcs in CDU | 6m+

Wibbly-w
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Rainmakers produce 
magical sounds and fascinating 

visual effects. Little ones will 
love the colourful qualities; 
the tumbling beads, whirling 
spinners and realistic sounds.
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MD807EU - Baby Drum
Ideal first drum, tuned with excellent sound.

24cm | Open Box | 18m+

MP486 - Ocean Drum
Soft and soothing wave sound.

18cm | Open Box | 12m+

MP48609 - 9pcs in CDU

MP483 - Wave Drum
Creates rushing ocean wave sounds.

22cm | Open Box | 12m+

MD816 - Baby Bongos
Fun bongo beat with two distinct pitches.

25cm | Open Box | 12m+

MD809 - My First Drum 
Stylish and robust drum with two child-safe beaters.

15cm | Open Box |  12m+

MT707 - Tom Tom Drum
Elastic resonant skin and easy-grip 

handle with mallet storage.

27cm | Open Box | 18m+

MD817 - Super Drum 
Unique elastic drum skin producing a deep  

and professional resonant tone.

24cm | Closed Box | 18m+

Soothing 
sounds of 
the sea.
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MS5005 - My First Baby Band
Set of five popular shakers. 

20cm | Closed Box | 6m+

MP3800 - Shake, Jingle & Roll Gift Set
Includes Shaker Maracas, Ring My Bell and 

Rattle Roller.

23cm | Open Box | 3m+

MS3900 - Animal Shaker Set
Includes knocking snail, fish shaker and 

jingling ladybird.

23cm | Open Box | 3m+

MS3006 - Tiny Triola
Lovely sensory stimulation for little ones. Hold in 

your palm to feel the sounds of the chiming bell, 

swishy beads and rattling rolly ball.

28cm | Open Box | 3m+

MP8888BB - Musical Rings
Chunky rings for little hands with rattles  

and jingles.

26cm | Open Box | 3m+

Also available:

MP8888WB | Tall Open Box

MT602T - Tambourine  
Classic style with skin and 3 pairs of jingles.

14cm | Hang Tag | 2+

MT508 - Easy Grip Tambourine
Professional style and sound with chunky grip. 

22cm | Open Box | 3+

MPB608 - Baby Tambourine
Terrific sound with 4 pairs of baby-safe jingles.

16.5cm | Open Box | 12m+

MT608 - 9pcs in CDU

MPB609 - Tropical Tambourine  
Safely encased jingles in a fresh citrus design.

14cm | Open Box | 6m+
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MS9015 - Calypso Band 
Textured and chunky maraca, tambourine  

and cage bell.

26.5cm | Open Box | 6m+

MS4300 - Young Maestro 
Gift set with textured handles, shiny jingles, swishy 

beads, and clapping discs, for different sound effects.

30.5cm | Closed Box | 6m+

MS9000 - Baby Band
Rainboshaker, Baby Maraca, Clip Clap & Cage 

Bell for sensory fun.

25cm | Carry Bag | 6m+

RP6600 - Mini Orchestra
Easy grip rattles, bells and shakers.

24cm | Open Box | 6m+

MS3004 - Baby’s Music Carnival
Includes Cage Bell, Mini Maraca, Rainboshaker, 

Clip Clap.

26cm | Open Box | 6m+

MS4000 - Little Hands Music Band
Toddler gift set including Ocean Drum, 

Xylophone, Rattle Roller and Rainbospinner.

32cm | Closed Box | 12m+

MS4001 - Toddler Music Orchestra
Includes Ocean Drum, Baby Xylophone,  

Rattle Roller, Ring My Bell and Shaker Maraca.

32cm | Closed Box | 12m+

MS9010 - The Kid’s Band
Bells, shakers and a triple tone train whistle make 

up this vibrant gift set for pre-schoolers.

24cm | Closed Box | 2+

MS486200 - Shake ‘N’ Roll
Twin pack of Ocean Drum and Mini 

Rainbomaker in a gift set.

25cm | Open Box | 12m+

MS9008 - Baby’s First  
Birthday Band
Includes 5 popular shakers – Ocean Drum, Ring My 

Bell, Baby Maraca, Clip Clap and Rainboshaker.

24cm | Closed Box | 12m+

MP4100  - Savannah Rhythm Band 
Beautiful set of four tactile animal shakers. Chunky 

and easy to hold, they sound as good as they look!

30cm | Open Box | 9m+



Halilit are experts in manufacturing 
musical instruments for educational 
use. Are you a school or nursery? 
Please ask for our full list of educational 
instruments and class packs.

Music for 
education

MP380 - Ring My Bell
Early years shaker with bells safely inset.

9cm | Poly Bag | 3m+

RP6601 - My Bell
Jingle away with this easy to hold shaker.

RP6602 - Clip Clap
A unique shaker producing fun rattles.

RP6603 - Rock N Roll
A colourful delight for the eyes and ears.

RP6604 - Tambaring
Safely enclosed cymbals for little hands.

12cm | Poly Bag | 6m+

*These are real musical instruments and are therefore not subject to EN71 toy testing.

Large class 
packs available, 
please get 
in touch for 
our educational 
supplement.
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MT706 - Hand Drum* 
With bumpy rim for extra sound effects.

20cm | Open Box | 2+

MP331 - Cymbals* 
Complete with soft easy grip loop handles, 

designed especially for toddlers.

20cm | Poly Bag | 3+

MS8000 - Melody Tubes
A full octave of tuned percussion tubes C-C. 

A hugely fun way to make music!

65cm | Boxed | 2+

MP4208 - Sound Blocks
Mix and match 8 handles and differently textured 

caps to experiment with sounds and rhythm.

30cm | Boxed | 18m+

MP369 - Maracas
Real maraca sound. Textured grip and contrasting 

rim. Assorted colours.

15.5cm | Poly Bag | 3+

MP370 - Guiro
Strike and scrape to create a beat.

20cm | Boxed | 3+

MP374 - Guiro Shaker 
Bead filled guiro for multiple effects. With storage 

for scraper.

19cm | Boxed | 18m+

MP35005 - Triangle 12cm* 
Create beautiful metallic chimes.

Poly Bag | 3+

MR170BT - School Recorder* 
MR115024 - Coloured Recorder* 
Accurately tuned 3 section recorder. Meets all 

school standards.

32cm | CDU 24 Pcs | 3+
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The Hi-Lo percussion range* offers 
professional-level instruments with 
unique design features that make 
each instrument capable of a range 
of fantastic sound effects. Stylish 
and versatile, Hi-Lo is suitable for 
schoolchildren, teens and adults.

Hi-Lo Tambourine
HL510B - Blue  HL510R - Red
HL510G - Green  HL510Y - Yellow
Solid yet light with a stunning professional  

sound and comfortable grip. The unique, 

hollow handle works as a resonator – change 

the pitch with your fingers!

20cm | Closed Box | 3+

Hi-Lo Guiro
HL513B - Blue  HL513R - Red
Play high and low sounds by a simple pressure of 

your fingers on the flexible yet durable body shape.

21cm | Closed Box | 3+

Hi-Lo Shaker
HL511B - Blue   HL511R - Red 
HL511G - Green  HL511Y - Yellow
Produce an endless cocktail of sounds by 

changing your grip on the flexible skin.

8cm | Closed Box | 3+

Hi-Lo Agogo
HL514B - Blue  HL514R - Red
High and low percussion beats, rhythms and 

endless sound effects! Features a pair of durable 

resonator boxes in different sizes to give you the 

perfect sound quality.

28cm | Closed Box | 3+

HL516 - Hi-Lo Egg Shakers 
The vibrant design has a tactile grip ensuring it’s 

easy and comfortable to hold, with the different 

colours producing slightly different sounds. 

8cm | Closed Box | 3+

Hi-Lo Maracas
HL512B - Blue   HL512R - Red
HL512G - Green  HL512Y - Yellow
Visually striking with fantastic clear sounds, 

these uniquely shaped maracas can be played 

by shaking, swirling or tapping.

20cm | Closed Box | 3+

Hi-Lo Vibra
HL515B - Blue  HL515R - Red
Control the sound effects by simply moving 

the ball along the slider, whilst the resonating 

chamber features metal hammers to produce 

rich and deep sounds. 

28cm | Closed Box | 3+

HL6000 - Hi-Lo Stage Pack
Includes a Tambourine, Guiro, Shaker, 

Maracas, Agogo and Vibra Shaker so you’ll 

be making wonderful music in no time!

32cm | Open Box | 3+

*These are real musical instruments and are therefore not subject to EN71 toy testing.20 21

Shock 
absorber 

handles for 
comfortable 

playing

Shock 
absorber 

handles for 
less impact on 

the wrist

20



Introducing our 
first collection of 
beautifully designed 
hand crafted 
wooden toys.
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622736 - Speedy Pull Backs 
Pull them back and watch them zoom!

9cm | 8 pcs in CDU | 18m+

627004 - Pull Along Puppy 
Learn on the go with this adorable play pal!

32cm | Colour Box | 2+

627005 - Safari Train
Includes two rolling figures and five blocks.

31cm | Colour Box | 2+

625005 -  Red Riding Hood  
Magna Blocks 
Delightful puzzle with safe, hidden magnets for  

easy stacking.

26cm | 12 pcs in Window Box | 2+

625006 - Pirate Magna Blocks
Delightful puzzle with safe, hidden magnets  

for easy stacking.

26cm | 12 pcs in Window Box | 2+

627022 - Crazy Stick Puzzle
Sort and twist the shapes to make them stack. 

31cm | 12 pcs in Closed Box | 18m+

Edushape have over 35 years’ 
experience in creating the 
perfect products for nurturing 
a child’s development of vital 
skills. Innovative and bright, their 
expert designs encourage creative 
thinking and learning through both 
exploration and experimentation.

Choo
choooo!
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977010 -  
Textured Pop Blocks 
10 lightweight stacking blocks to encourage 

recognition, counting, building and more. 

23cm | 10 pcs in closed box | 0m+

862126 - Baby Sensory Balls 
6 lightweight tactile balls, perfect for sensory 

development.

34cm | 6 pcs in Window Box | 0m+

722006 - Textured Mini Balls
Squeezable and easy to grip - assorted.

6cm | 16 pcs in CDU | 6m+

722009 - Sensofun Pals 
6 fun, animal sensory balls - collect them all!

8cm | 9 pcs in CDU | 6m+

Let babies 
explore our 

colourful 
sensory toys, 

with soft  
forms and  

3D textures. 
Fascinating

to touch 
and chew.

826139 - Mighty Fliers 
Pull them back and watch them zoom!

9cm | 9 pcs in CDU | 12m+

826131 - Mighty Minis
4 cute vehicles, pull back and watch them zoom!

9cm | 12 pcs in CDU | 12m+
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996412 - Fishies
Jumbo-sized sturdy fish to clip and link together.

23.5cm | 12 pcs in Window Box | 12m+

829012 - Baby Connects
Soft and rubbery connecting balls. 

A perfect first construction toy

22cm | 12 pcs in Window Box | 12m+

525021 - Thread - O - Ball
10 flexible colourful threads to match  

and link along with 10 playing cards.

18cm | Window Box | 12m+

995012 - Original Snap Beads
Tactile and flexible linking beads.

24cm | 12 pcs in Window Box | 12m+

997313 - Baby Beads
Multi-textured threading beads with 

baby-safe laces.

22cm | 14 pcs in Window Box | 12m+

Click, snap and 
link. Have sensory 

fun with our 
range of textured 

tactile and 
flexible beads, 
great for little 

fingers.
929001 - Linkets
Bumpy, textured flexible links. 

20cm | 12 pcs on Backing Card | 0m+

Also available:
NEW | 66 pcs Jar -926066

929048 - Nuts & Bolts
So much to do and learn with these chunky nuts 

and bolts. Mix and match colours and shapes to 

the guide cards.

16.5cm | 48 pcs in Storage Tub | 6m+
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Woof! The 
Doctor will 
see you now!

Shoelaces

Band-Aids

Buttons

Zipper

Velcro

Buckle

Includes 
2 puzzle 
boxes
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716071 - Wood-like Softblocks
Lightweight foam blocks – wood-effect – 

no splinters!

29cm | 80 pcs in Carry Bag | 12m+

716167 - Sensory Puzzle Blocks
Puzzle it out or build with these tactile safe 

foam blocks.

30.5cm | 18 pcs in Colour Box | 2+

925107 - Dr Pooch 
A cute cuddly pal to teach 

dressing skills.

35cm | Hang Tag | 3+

975054 - Magic Shapes
Foam pieces with magnetic edges and board.

30cm | 55 pcs in Window Box | 3+

600050 - Tricky Fingers 
Ingenious manipulative puzzle game. Move the 

marbles with your fingers to match the colours to 

the pattern cards.

25cm | Window Box | 3+

997036 - Young Brix
Larger, flexible pieces for smaller hands to hold.

29.5cm | 36 pcs in Storage Tub | 18m+

929070 - Magic Brix 
Flexible, tactile building pieces with wheels too!

16.5cm | 72 pcs in Storage Tub | 3+
Also available;
926140 - 140 pcs in vinyl carry bag



Sensory Balls
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705101 - 10cm Sensory Ball
Window Box | 6m+

705177 - 18cm See Me Sensory Ball 
Window Box | 6m+

705174 - 10cm Sensory Ball (4 pk)
Window Box | 6m+

705179 - Sensory Ball Mega Pack
Window Box | 6m+

705176 - 18cm Sensory Ball 
Window Box | 6m+

705377 - Glow in the Dark Sensory Ball 
Window Box | 6m+

705373 - 18cm Rainbow Soft Ball 
Transparent ball with colourful beads inside.

Window Box | 6m+

705363 - Incredi-Ball
Thermo reactive ball for learning and play.

Window Box | 6m+

706192 - Colourbits Balls 
Transparent balls with colourful beads and bits.

Window Box | 6m+

705199 - Sensory Shapes & Balls 
Set of 9 varying shaped balls.

40cm | Window Box | 6m+

Stimulate baby’s senses with these soft-textured, easy-grip, easy-to-catch balls. The delightful nubby textures and rich 
colours make Sensory Balls perfect for assisting with the development of senses, fine and gross motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination in young children. Supplied fully inflated with built-in valve to re-inflate if required. 
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525013 - Tub Sub
As a boat it floats, as a sub it sinks!

20cm | Open Box | 12m+

525001 - Water Whirly
Four individual water toys that fit together  

for twirling, spinning water fun!

40cm | Window Box | 12m+

525000 - Water Spinner
Twirly swirly fun in the tub!

20cm | Open Box | 12m+

909080 - Tub Buddies
Cute character bath strainers.

20cm | Open Box | 6m+

525052 - Roly Poly Penguin
Twirly swirly fun in the tub!

20cm | Open Box | 12m+

545300 - Floating 3D’s – Blocks
Build in the bath! Chunky, floating foam shapes 

with net storage bag. 

31cm | 16 pcs in Window Box | 18m+

Magic Mirrors
Child safe mirror, floats and sticks to smooth 

surfaces when wet. 

526023 - Shapes (Pack of 3)
529002 - Fish
529005 - Crab
25cm | Window Box | 12m+

Magic Creations
Have bath time fun with these ‘wet and stick’ 

foam activities. Build your own scene then 

store in the included net bags.

547005 - Jungle Fun - 2+
547002 - Traffic Fun - 3+
547009 - Dinosaurs - 3+
25cm | Window Box

915019 - Tub Fun Fish ‘N’ Spell
With four rods and bait to catch and stick 

the foam letters.

28.5cm | 123 pcs in Closed Box | 3+

545004 - Funny Mix – Animals
Mix and match floating foam animals.

21cm | 26 pcs in Storage Jar | 3+

915018 - Tub Fun Fish ‘N’ Fun
Lots of friendly foam sea creatures to catch.

28.5cm | 56 pcs in Closed Box | 3+

Fill it!

Splash 
it!
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806026 - Edublocks
Strong, smooth, flexible and safe foam bricks

for budding architects!

46cm | 26 pcs in Vinyl Carry Bag | 0+

Also available:

806050 | 50 pcs in Closed Box
806084 | 84 pcs in Closed Box

726032 - Big Wood Like Blocks
Giant soft foam blocks with wood effect.

46cm | 32 pcs in Storage Bag | 9m+

700092 - Individual Activity Tub
700090 - Set of 4 Activity Tubs
Colourful and robust tubs for use with sand or water.

57 x 49.5 x 15cm | Box | 3+

700140 - Giant Foam Blocks 
Lightweight, safe and textured on two sides.

52cm | 32 pcs in Closed Box | 0+

Also available:
700145 | 16 pcs in Closed Box

710140 - Jumbo Textured Blocks
Jumbo sized lightweight textured blocks.

52cm | 32 pcs in Closed Box | 0m+

700002 - X-Stand and Storage Net
X-Stand and net only - tub available separately.

57 x 50 x 65cm | Box | 3+

Interstar Rings
Tactile star-shaped construction rings. 

Available in the following packs:
IN1018 - 18 pcs/Tube
IN01124B - 24 pcs/Bucket 
IN04180B - 80 pcs/Bucket 
2+

Interstar Animals
The complete set – all you need to create 

colourful, funky animals! 

Available in the following packs:
IN8021 - 21pcs/Tube 
IN03255B - 55 pcs/Bucket
IN042100B - 100 pcs/Bucket
3+

IN02570B - Master Builder
Lots of shapes, wheels and faces for expert 

building fun! 70 pieces in a handy storage bucket.

3+

Interstar Blocks
A great assortment of shapes including 

mini-wheels for extra fun!

Available in the following packs:
IN05150B - 50 pcs/Bucket 
IN05180B - 80 pcs/Bucket
3+

Ingenious, vibrantly coloured, 
tactile shapes, easy for little 

hands to connect.
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BT2600Z - Shapes & Sounds Sorter
Each shape makes a different sound.

19cm | Open Box | 18m+

BT2611Z - Sort & Stack 
Includes 8 shapes, 10 cups and number stickers.

26.5cm | Closed Box | 18m+

BT2531Z - Pop-Up Pals
Peekaboo game for motor skills.

29cm | Open Box | 18m+

BT2530Z - Pound & Roll
Includes 4 balls and a mallet.

30cm | Clear Wrapper | 12m+

BT2576Z - Light & Sound Phone
Features lights, melodies, messages and sounds.

19cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 2+

BT2575Z - Light & Sound Keys 
Includes mini flashlight, belt clip and 4 sounds.

19cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

With a modern take 
on traditional favourites, 

Battat toys are stimulating, 
bright and perfect for 

evoking imaginative play.

rin
g

rin
g!
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BT2539Z - Locbloc Wagon 
Storage wagon with 54 chunky 

building blocks.

35cm | Swing Tag | 2+

BT2581Z - 3 Car Garage  
Includes 3 cars, 3 colour coded keys 

and carry handle.

29cm | Closed Box | 2+

BT2526Z - Big Red Barn 
Robust playset with 4 animals and farmer.

34cm | Swing Tag | 18m+

BT2538Z - Dalmatian Vet Kit
Vet instruments with dalmatian plush toy and case.

27cm | Card Wrapper | 2+

BT2537Z - Deluxe Doctor Kit
Carry case with 11 piece doctor kit.

24cm | Card Wrapper | 3+



Wonder Wheels Collection
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BT2517Z - Take-Apart Airplane
Take apart and build again with drill included.

30cm | Closed Box | 3+

BT2648Z - Take-Apart Crane
Take apart and build again with drill included.

30cm | Closed Box | 3+

BT2521Z - Mini Monster Trucks
Six robust trucks in storage bag.

40cm | Swing Tag | 2+

VE1000Z - Dump Truck
Built to withstand the most thrilling adventures 

children will be able to transport their toys in the 

dump trucks large loader.

30cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1019Z - Tractor with Rake
A tractor for use indoors or out with the detachable 

rake feature being great fun in the sand!

30cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1020Z - Car Carrier
The detachable trailer pivots whilst driving, the 

rear door opens and the top ramp angles for easy 

loading and dropping. Includes two toy cars.

35cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1005Z - Excavator Truck
 With a fully moveable and working crane, this 

chunky excavator is ideal for little hands.

30cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1018Z - Tractor with Trailer
A chunky movable tractor with removable trailer, 

this is a robust vehicle for carrying animal toys.

30cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1014Z - Campervan
A fun and colourful campervan with opening roof 

for holiday fun and imaginative play!

30cm | Open Box | 12m+

VE1008Z - Ferry Boat
Featuring a wind up propeller, slide out loading ramp 

and two toy cars.

35cm | Open Box | 12m+

Strong 
and 

tough



Bath Buddies 
are all supplied 

in reusable 
clear tubes. 
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BT2505Z - Bath Bar 
Pour, spin and splash! With suction 

 cups for easy attachment to bath  

or tiles and 6 removable pieces.

41cm | Closed Box | 12m+

BT2527Z - Bath Buddies 9pcs 
9 squeezable bath toys.

24.5 | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

BT2604Z - Dinosaur Bath Buddies
Squeeze and watch the water splash.

16.5cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

BT2605Z - Sea Bath Buddies
Squeeze and watch the water splash.

16.5cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

BT2603Z - Barnyard Bath Buddies
Squeeze and watch the water splash.

16.5cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

BT2602Z - Best Friends Bath 
Buddies
Squeeze and watch the water splash.

16.5cm | Clear Tube with Swing Tag | 10m+

TERRA Collectable Animal Sets
Delightful collectible animals supplied in 

reusable storage tubs. 

AN6001Z - Farm Animals Tube
AN6002Z - Sea Animals Tube
AN6003Z - Dinosaurs Tube
AN6004Z - Wild Animals Tube
AN6038Z - Horses Tube
AN6039Z - Reptiles Tube
AN6077Z - Insect World Tube
AN6078Z - Tropical Fish Tube 
Supplied in Clear Reusable Storage Tube
Size 11.5 x 14cm | 60 pcs | 3+



Giant Peg Puzzles - Size 50 x 16 x 1cm | Age 18m+

E72515510 - Toys 

E72515520 - Musical Instruments 

E72515530 - Farm Animals E72515690 - Fruit 

E72515580 - Wild Animals 

E72515650 - Vegetables 

E72515570 - Pets
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Large Peg Puzzles - Size 24 x 30 x 1cm | Age 18m+

E72510130 - Favourite Animals E72510040 - Tools

E72510240 - Fruit

E72510210 - Farm Animals

E72510050 - Garden Tools

E72510230 - Vegetables

E72510220 - Wild Animals

E72510060 - Bathtime

E72510030 - Toys

High quality wooden peg puzzles 
perfect for developing little 

ones’ fine motor skills, with real 
photographic images allowing 

them to learn and discover.

All with 
large wooden 
handles for 

easy use.



Single Animal Puzzles - Size 24 x 30 x 1cm | Age 3+

E72510280 - 
Puppy Puzzle

E72510300 - 
Bee Puzzle

E72510270 - 
Duck Puzzle

E72510310 - 
Ladybird Puzzle

E72511480 - 
Rabbit Puzzle 

E72510320 - 
Snail Puzzle 

E72510250 - 
Parrot Puzzle

E72510330 - 
Squirrel Puzzle

E72510260 - 
Hedgehog Puzzle

E72510340 - 
Lion Puzzle

E72511470 - 
Butterfly Puzzle

E72511460 - 
Fish Puzzle 

E72511490 -  
Rooster Puzzle 

E72510290 - 
Kitten Puzzle

Large ABC Animal Puzzles - Size 59  x 30cm x 1cm | Age 3+

E72515610 - ABC Alligator Puzzle

E72515640 - ABC Caterpillar Puzzle
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Puzzle Sets
With 8 characters to collect these single puzzles 

are perfect as a little gift or treat, and include 16 

puzzle pieces making them ideal for children just 

moving on from toddler jigsaws. 

D300111 - Puzzle Puppy
D300112 - Puzzle Kitten
D300113 - Puzzle Ducky
D300114 - Puzzle Pony
D300162 - Puzzle Elephant
D300163 - Puzzle Giraffe
D300164 - Puzzle Monkey
D300165 - Puzzle Lion
Size 22 x 22cm | 16 pcs | Box | 3+

Colouring Puzzle 2 in 1
Exciting 16 piece double sided puzzles. On one 

face there is a cheerful design, whilst on the 

reverse children will find an outline, perfect for 

colouring in their own puzzle creation! 

D300119 - Hedgehog
D300120 - Little Bear
D300121 - Bunny
D300122 - Penguin
Size 22 x 22cm | 16 pcs | Box | 3+

Be delighted 
by Dodo. 

A wonderful collection of 
puzzles, games and activities 

from 18 months to 8 years.

Puzzle 2-3-4 Elements 
D300152 - Pets
D300154 - Transport
An exciting collection of 6 puzzles, each increases 

in difficulty offering two sets of each puzzle size – 

2, 3 and 4 pieces - to challenge children as they 

become more confident. 

Size 15 x 14.5cm | 18 pcs | Box | 18m+

Puzzle Duo
Does the wagging tail go with the cow or the 

dog? Does the curly tail match the sheep or the 

pig? Children will love piecing these cute animals 

back together

D300115 - Pets
D300117 - Where Animals Live
D300118 - What Animals Eat
D300150 - Mothers and Babies 
D300151 - Opposites
Size 13 x 6.5cm | 24 pcs | Box | 18m+

D300166 - Puzzle City London 
Featuring the iconic buildings of London, along 

with the well-recognised red double decker bus, 

the London Eye, UK flag and the River Thames.

Size 32 x 32cm | 64 pcs | Box | 4+
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Reverse 
of jigsaw

can be
coloured

Develop 
motor and 
cognitive 

skills

8 to collect, 
each featuring 
a cheeky and 

adorable 
animal design
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30 Piece Puzzles 
D300371 - Teddy Farmer
D300372 - Heroes Firemen
D300373 - Construction Vehicles
D300374 - Excursion Into Space
These 30-piece puzzles are ideal as a little gift 

or treat and are just the right size to encourage 

children aged 3 and up to test their puzzle skills 

independently.

Size 27 x 20cm | 30 pcs | Box | 3+

60 Piece Puzzles 
D300375 - Wonder Forest Animals
D300376 - In Hot Africa
D300377 - Village Adventures
D300378 - Underwater World
 Boys and girls alike will enjoy piecing together the 

exciting scenes in these 60 piece puzzles.

Size 32 x 23cm | 60 pcs | Box | 4+

Mini Puzzles
With lots of detail and 7 different themes 

available these 35-piece puzzles are perfect 

as a little gift or treat.

D300279 - Sea Adventures
D300280 - Little Princess
D300281 - Dino and his Friends
D300282 - Cute Monsters
D300283 - Happy Birthday
D300346 - Teddy and his Friends
D300347 - Dreamland
D300401 - La-La-Llamas
D300402 - Marine Life
Size 20 x 13cm | 35 pcs | Box | 4+

 Puzzles that help 
children learn 

whilst having fun. 
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100 Piece Puzzles
D300123 - Map of The World 
D300141 - Space
D300403 - Planet of Dinosaurs
D300404 - Princess on a Promenade 
Vibrantly coloured these 100 piece puzzles are the 

perfect step up for children looking for a new challenge.

Size 45 x 65cm | 100 pcs | Box | 5+

4 in 1 Puzzles
4 separate puzzles of varying difficultly levels,  

each with 12, 16, 20 and 24-pieces.

D300125 - Seasons
D300130 - Daily Routines
D300131 - Professions
D300132 - Transport
Size 22 x 22cm  | 72 pcs | Box | 3+

Observation Puzzles
The perfect gift for children ages 5 years and 

upwards. Once the puzzle is built it will reveal 

a fun ‘seek and find’ picture border for added 

play value. 

D300133 - World of Animals
D300134 - Underwater
D300135 - City Life
D300259 - Puzzle At the Zoo
D300366 - Fairytale Forest
D300368 - Outer Space
D300370 - On the Road
Size 31 x 45cm | 80 pcs | Box | 5+

Four times 
the puzzle fun

Complete 
the puzzle, 

find the 
pictures!
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Scratch Cards
Includes a mystery A4 piece of artwork, 

and a child-safe scratch pen that they can 

use to scratch off the black film and unveil

the exciting image underneath! 

Size 21 x 21cm | 3 scratch cards and 1 pen
D300215 - Dragons
D300216 - Mermaids
D300217 - Space
D300218 - Fairies 
Size 21 x 29cm  | 1 scratch card and 1 pen
D300191 - Pirate
D300192 - Princess
D300193 - Fairy 
D300194 - Superhero
Card Sleeve | 5+

Colouring Posters
Encourage your child’s creative side with 

this large colouring poster from Dodo! Let 

them create an impressive large picture that 

they will be ever so proud of!

D300289 - Princesses
D300290 - Animal adventures 
D300327 - At the zoo  
D300328 - Dinosaurs
D300329 - Pirates
Size 70  x 16cm  | 1 Poster 
Box | 5+

Wall Stickers
These large stickers simply peel on and off 

to create fun scenes on walls and windows.

D300303 - The Dinosaurs
D300304 - The Princesses
Size 45.5 x 30.5 x 5cm
Transparent Sleeve | 3+

Great as a rainy 
day activity!
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TAF12785 - Savannah 360 
Activity Gym  
A stimulating gym designed to encourage babies 
to move around and relax in different positions. 
With 7 multi-sensory toys including tummy-time 
cards, mirror, music and lights unit and a double 
sided crinkling panel that can be placed around 
the gym to encourage movement. 

Size 94 x 94 x 49cm | Box | 0m+

Gyms & Playmats

TAF12535 - Koala Musical Cosy Gym   
A richly colourful and thickly padded cosy gym. 
Perfect for newborns and will adapt as baby grows, 
using the unique drawstring feature to allow the 
sides to open out into a larger playmat. With music, 
lights and lots of play activities to reflect the dreamy 
adventures of Kimmy koala and her pals.

Size 115 x 78 x 55cm |  Box | 0m+

TAF12525 - Mini Moon Take to 
Play Gym   
Sturdy plastic baby gym with foldable legs for 

easy storage and travel. Features two sides for two 

developmental stages to aid baby’s senses and 

motor skill development

Size 77 x 59 x 49cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12655 - Magical Mini  
Moon Gym 
Spacious baby gym with extra padded washable 

mat and removable fabric arches. With 5 

detachable sensory toys including music and 

lights unit, mirror, crinkling and rattling toys and 

felt cards. 

Size 87 x 78 x 48cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12565 - North Pole 4 Seasons Gym
A super spacious baby gym with an extra padded 

mat for baby’s ultimate comfort. Includes soft 

arches, fun activity toys and a musical toy with 

lights. Specially designed to promote baby’s 

senses and motor skill development.

Size 100 x 100 x 50cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12435 - All Around Me Gym 
Freshly coloured baby gym with an additional 

crinkling “Sensi Centre”. Encourage your baby 

to practice a variety of body positioning from day 

one. Proactive positioning is hugely valuable for 

baby’s motor, cognitive, sensory and learning 

development. Integrate tummy time, sidelying  

and playing on the back with toys to stimulate 

baby’s head turning and development.

Size 84 x 100 x 50cm |  Box | 0m+

Award winning. 
We are proud to offer 

this beautifully designed 
collection of  developmental 

baby toys from Taf.
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TAF12715 - Savannah Super Size 
Foam Playmat 
A thick and luxurious large foam playmat, measuring 

200 x 150cm! With two sides – a Savannah 

adventures scene and a stylish print on the reverse, 

this wipe clean mat can be folded down for easy 

storage in the included bag. Also includes 6 double 

sided milestone cards for photos.

Size 200 x 150 x 2cm | Carry Bag | 0m+

TAF12145 - Outdoors Play Mat  
Lightweight and spacious outdoors mat with a 
water resistant base, for fun and development 
while playing outside. Folds down with carry 
handle for easy transportation.

Size 140 x 115 x 2.5cm | Card Wrap | 0m+

TAF12175 - I Love Big Mat - 
Soft Colours 
Extra-large, soft and thickly padded play space. 
Designed to stimulate parent-baby interaction 
with the colourful patchwork illustrations and fun 
activities that come along with the mat!

Size 150 x 100 x 3cm | Carry Bag | 0m+

TAF12775 - Koala Daydream XL Mat  
A high quality, super-sized and ultra-soft play mat. 

Measuring 100 x 150cm this luxurious playmat can 

be washed and includes fun sensory features such 

as crinkling ears, teether and a baby safe mirror.

Size 150 x 100 x 3cm | Carry Bag | 0m+

Gyms & Playmats Baby Books & Tummy Time

TAF12835 - My First Tummy 
Time Cards 
A set of 15 double sided cards, a baby safe mirror 
and two tummy time stands, to provide baby with 
plenty of entertainment whilst on their tummies. 
With monochrome images for new-born eyes, 
richly coloured images and numbers the cards will 
also help baby learn as they grow.

Size 13.5cm | 16 pcs | Box | 0m+

TAF12555 - All Around Me 
Activity Hoop  
Build the hoop frame and attach various sensory 
toys to encourage movement and strengthening. 
Including 24 developmental activities this is 
great as baby grows, with activities to enhance 
the senses and practise tummy time and can be 
broken down for easy storage. 

Size 100 x 100 x 15cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12045 - Developmental Pillow 
A unique ergonomic design, with colourful 

illustrations, that supports baby’s chest whilst 

allowing free movement of the arms. Comes with 

detachable teether and ring toys.

Size 42 x 10 23.5cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12475 - 2 in 1 Tummy Time Pillow  
A unique ergonomic design of two pillows for 2 
developmental stages that supports baby’s chest 
for extended tummy time practice from day one!

Size 40 x 49 x 8cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12395 - Kimmy Koala Tummy 
Time Book
A double sided soft baby book for two 
developmental stages with lovely illustrations and 
multi sensory textures along with fun activities 
for baby, along with monochrome pages for 
new-born eyes. Uses flip and play concept with 
standing feature to encourage tummy-time.

Size 19.5 x 2 x 15.5cm | Box | 0m+

Non-slip, 
thick, soft 
& padded

Easy to 
fold & 
store

Milestone 
cards

Birth 
and up



Stroller Books
These tactile stroller books easily attach to the buggy 
for on-the-go entertainment. The crinkling pages and 
features such as peek a boo flaps, teether, mirror and 

textures will delight all the senses.

TAF12605 - ‘What does Paul wear?’  
TAF12595 - ‘Where is Joey?’
Size 16.5 x 16 x 6.5cm | Hanging Card | 6m+

TAF12385 - North Pole Activity Book    
Double-sided soft book for two developmental 
stages with crinkle filling for ultimate sensation. 
Suitable for use in the cot or pram and for  
tummy -time play.

Size 84 x 2.5 x 15cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12705 - Savannah Tummy 
Time Book
A double-sided soft baby book for two 
developmental stages with lovely illustrations and 
multi-sensory textures along with fun activities for 
baby. Uses flip and play concept with standing 
feature to encourage tummy-time and includes a 

fun teething toy mane!

Size 19.5 x 21 x 3.5cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12025 - 3 in 1 Baby Book 
Double-sided soft book for two developmental 
stages, suitable for use in the cot or pram and for 
tummy-time play. Can be attached to a pram, cot 
or can stand up alone.

Size 84 x 2.5 x 15cm | Box | 0m+
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Baby Books & Tummy Time Activity Toys

TAF12845 - Harry Lion Cymbals  
An easy grab shaker for little hands which also 
includes a crinkle mane for sensory exploration.

Size 11 x 11.5 x 3cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12265 - Laptoy Activity Centre
Activity toy that grows with your baby, suitable 
for use in the crib, on the play mat or just about 
anywhere. With music and lights, it’s a great take 
along toy too.

Size 40.5 x 4 x 26.5cm | Box | 6m+

TAF12545 - My Feelings Crinkle Toy 
A crinkly double sided soft panel that can 
be positioned in two variations for two 
developmental stages. This toy introduces baby 
to five essential expressions: happy, sad, sleepy, 
hungry and surprised. Identifying a range of 
emotions helps to promote emotional intelligence 
and baby-parent interaction whilst exploring the 
playful activities.

Size | 16 pcs | Box | 0m+

TAF12375 - Mini Moon Activity Centre 
A take along activity toy with plenty of fun activities 
that develop baby’s motor skills.

Size 22 x 2.2 x 28cm | Hanging Card | 6m+

TAF12815 - Kimmy Koala 
Activity Toy   
A soft toy and teether filled with textures, patterns 
and sounds! Little hands stay active as baby 
explores rattles, crinkles and more.
Perfect for multi-sensory play, this cute Kimmy is 

ideal for play at home or-on-the-go.

Size 30 x 22 x 14cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

Multiple fabrics, 
rattles, textures 

and crinkles.

Crinkle!

Plenty of 
activities

Flip &
 play

Crinkling 
pages
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TAF12445 - Hunny Bunny Stacker 
Colourful stacker with a friendly bunny 
companion! Featuring handles to aid stacking, 
and a rounded base to help prevent topples, 
this is perfectly designed for little hands.

Size 11 x 16 x 25cm | Box | 9m+

TAF12735 - North Pole Ball Drop 
Stacker 
Three themed stacking boxes with 2 smooth balls 
and 3 squeaking textured balls to engage all the 
senses. Babies can stack the boxes then drop the 
ball through the hole at the top for peek-a-boo fun. 
Use the lid and larger balls to add resistance for arm 
strengthening during tummy time or sitting practice. 

Size 13.5 x 13.5 x 14cm | Box | 12m+

Activity Toys

TAF12745 - Kimmy Koala Wonder 
Tissue Box 
A fascinating peek a boo box complete with 8 
colourful organza tissues and two crinkle blankies 
with tactile features. Delight the senses and 
develop the muscles by pushing and pulling the 
tissues in and out of the Koala Daydream box for 
endless fun!

Size 14 x 14 x 16cm | Box | 9m+

TAF12725 - Savannah Sort & Stack 
Sort, stack, count, match and nest with this fun 
set of 5 stacking cubes, shape sorter lid and 8 
colourful shapes. A great developmental toy, this 
aids motor skills, coordination and cognitive ability 
as little ones work out how to build the tower and 
how to sort the shapes.

Size 13.5 x 13.5 x 14cm | Box | 12m+

TAF12825 - My First Magnetic 
Fishing Game  
An easy grab fish catcher with 10 magnetic fish 
and double-sided board providing many ways to 
play. There are free play and matching options on 
either side along with opportunities for identifying 
size, colour and numbers plus pairing and 
ordering the fish.

Size 62 x 62 x 63cm | Box | 12m+

TAF12865 - My First 
Domino Rally 
A unique domino set with placement tray to support 
little hands in positioning the dominoes upright,  
before knocking them over again and then progressing 
onto freestanding the dominoes and matching the 
colours, numbers and pictures. Includes 10 double 
sided dominoes and support tray. 

Size 31.5 x 23 x 4cm | Box | 18m+

TAF12805 - Harry Lion Activity Toy
A soft toy and teether filled with textures, patterns 
and sounds! Little hands stay active as baby 
explores rattles, crinkles and more. Perfect for 
multi-sensory play, adorable Harry is ideal for play 
at home or on-the-go.

Size 33 x 24 x 14cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

Different 
textures

Colours & 
counting

Easy to 
grab



Colourful 
beads

Teether 
ring

Rainsticks
Each Taf Toys Rainstick engages visual, auditory, and 

tactile senses. Gripping, shaking, and tracking the 

beads develops co-ordination, engagement of mental 

skills, and building of fine and gross motor skills.

TAF12635 - Koala Rainstick Rattle 
TAF12645 - Star Rainstick 
Size 30 x 20 x 5cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

Rattles
Cute baby rattles, for senses and fine motor 

skills development. Clear plastic rings with 

colourful beads.

TAF12055 - Cheeky Chick Rattle
TAF12065 - Mini Moon Rattle 
TAF12075 - Cheerful Cloud Rattle 
TAF12425 - Kimmy Koala Rattle  
Size 9 x 3.5 x 13cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

Ring Friends
Cute baby rattles for baby’s senses and fine motor 

skills development. Easily attaches with a flexible 

plastic ring.

TAF12305 - Prince the Penguin 
TAF12315 - Paul the Bear 
TAF12325 - Star the Sealion
TAF12405 - Kimmy the Koala
TAF12675 - Harry the Lion
TAF12685 - Dizi the Zebra
TAF12695 - Tuki Toucan
Approx Size 17 x 3 x 14cm 
Hanging Card | 0m+
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TAF12755 - Savannah Discovery 
Cube
Soft play cube full of activities, illustrations and fun.

Size 14 x 10 x 12cm | Hanging Card | 0+

Activity Toys

Great for littlehands to grab!

Chime bell 
sounds
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TAF12795 - Savannah 
Adventures Arch
A musical pram arch featuring three instrumental 
toys – a lion cymbal, chime bell and rattling bee 
toy to entertain baby’s hands, eyes and ears while 
out and about. 

Size 55 x 6.5 x 38cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12625 - Koala Daydream Arch
A soft and flexible arch that can clip onto the sides 
of the pram, stroller or seat, with three rattling toys 
for entertainment on the go. 

Size 45.5 x 6 x 38 cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12575 - Musical Koala
TAF12585 - Musical Mini Moon
An entertaining music and lights unit that can 
easily clip onto the pram or car seat handle. 
With friendly character designs, teething toy, 20 
minutes of melodies and a calm shushing sound. 

Size 21 x 14 x 4cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF11875 - Musical Arch Owl 
Super soft and richly coloured musical arch. As 
baby reaches for the loveable hanging Owl toy, 
gentle music will be activated and light will twinkle 
and shine, helping baby to understand cause and 
effect.

Size 41 x 7.1 x 34cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12465 - Koala Mobile On the Go 
A delightful musical mobile for baby’s fun whilst 
out and about, aiding motor skills and emotional 
development.

Size 13.5 x 13.5 x 21.5cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12135 - Tropical Orchestra Arch 
Flexible pram arch with fascinating instrumental 
toys, to stimulate baby’s discovery of sounds, for 
baby’s senses and motor skills development.

Size 41 x 7.1 x 34cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12615 - Koala Clip On Pram Book 
Double-sided soft baby book with beautiful 
illustrations, 3D activities, baby-safe mirror and 
different textures for two developmental stages. 
This soft, fabric, double-sided baby book is 
designed with high contrast colours that aid visual 

development of baby in the early stages.

Size 29 x 25 x 6cm | Box | 0m+

Pram Accessories

TAF12365 - Mini Moon Arch
Soft and flexible pram arch with 3 loveable rattling 
toys to encourage baby’s reach and fine motor 
skills development.

Size 34.5 x 6.5 x 4 cm | Box | 0m+

Soft & 
flexible 4 playful 

melodies
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TAF12855 -Koala Activity Spiral
Soft and flexible, this stylish spiral includes an 
adorable Kimmy Koala friend, along with a 
colourful rainbow and a unique strawberry themed 
case to hold a soother.  

Size 23 x 11 x 30cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12255 - North Pole Pyramid   
Soft pyramid toy with chime bell sounds, baby-
safe mirror, a teether, plastic rings, colourful 
ribbons, shiny printing, textured fabrics and 
crinkling parts.

Size 13 x 13 x 33cm | Hanging Card | 3m+

TAF12155 - Watermelon Sun Shade  
3 in 1, UV protected stroller shade has been tested 
to and rated at UPF 50+, providing your baby with 
the best protection from the sun’s harmful rays.

Size 22 x 7.5 x 26cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12105 - Garden Spiral
Soft and playful activity centre, wraps around most 
infant car seat handles and stroller bars.

Size 20 x 11 x 30cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12095 - Pram Mobile - Mini 
Moon
Fun action on-the-go for baby’s senses and motor 
skills development.

Size 16.5 x 16 x 35cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF11655 - Cot Play Centre
Innovative and entertaining toy that grows with the 
baby, designed to be used in three developmental 
stages. Features hanging shapes, activity pockets, 
Peek-A-Boo flaps, rattling clear ball, crinkling parts 
and more.

Size 44 x 4 x 24cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

Pram Accessories Cot Toys

TAF11805 - Musical Boat Cot Toy     
Musical toy specially designed to help parents 
and baby in their first year. This toy will help to 
entertain at changing time, soothe at bedtime, 
engage during playtime and encourage baby  
to crawl after it. 

Size 40 x 12 x 16 cm
Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12115 - Mini Moon Blankie  
Baby’s first attachment object for developing the 
senses and emotional intelligence.

Size 22 x 10 x 30cm | Hanging Card | 0m+

TAF12665 - Sweet Dreams Mini Moon 
Mobile
Cot mobile with 30 minutes of music consisting of 8 
classical melodies, specially edited for babies. Stars 
are projected onto the canopy whilst the mobile 
rotates for visual stimulation. 

Size 15 x 30 x 60cm | Hanging Card | 0-5m+

Grows 
with your 

baby

Classical 
melodies

Award 
Winning
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TAF12765 - Savannah Play & Kick 
Keep baby amused when travelling! This richly 
coloured play centre is specially designed to 
provide entertainment for baby when travelling in 
a rear-facing car seat, with fun features to promote 
baby’s senses and motor skills development.

Size 25 x 7 x 50cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12485 - Koala In Car Play Centre     
A great combination of high quality rear view 
mirror and a colourful activity centre full of sensory 
delights. For rear facing babies.

Size 30 x 7.5 x 34cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12515 - Koala Car Wheel Toy    
Now baby can pretend to drive too! The Koala 

Car Wheel Toy is designed to keep little ones 

entertained whilst travelling in a forward facing car 

seat, allowing baby to imitate the driver’s actions.

Size 21 x 10 x 53cm | Box | 12m+

TAF12295 - North Pole Feet Fun 
Car Toy
A car activity centre for rear-facing babies, with 
a unique foot stimulation feature that helps to 
develop baby’s senses and motor skills while 
teaching the concept of cause and effect.

Size 25 x 4 x 50cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12505 - Koala Car Mirror 
Colourful baby-safe curved mirror that provides 
an easy and convenient parental view of the baby 
from the driver’s seat.

Size 19.5 x 7 x 27.5cm | Box | 0m+

TAF12285 - Penguin Play & Kick Car Toy
The perfect travel companion for babies! The 
Penguin Play & Kick Car Toy is an innovative 
activity centre which has been specially designed 
to entertain babies travelling in a rear facing car 
seat. Comes with a remote control, enabling 
parents to re-activate the music and lights.

Size 24 x 4.5 x 35cm | Box | 0m+

Car Toys

Rear view 
mirror

Rear view 
mirror

Fun 
for feet

Sounds 
& lights

Easily 
attaches

Forward 
facing

Remote 
control

For easier, 
relaxing car 

journeys.
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